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Lesson plan 1 – Our Bodies (Science)
This lesson plan aims to get pupils thinking about how humans are 
unique by sharing some amazing facts about the extreme heights and 
sizes that the human body can grow to. It then aims to encourage pupils 
to understand how special their bodies are and to look at similarities and 
differences between themselves by creating a class census and their 
own class records.

 Curriculum links:
•	 SC1
•	 2a, b, c, g, h, i, j, k, l

 Learning objectives:
•	 To recognise that humans are unique and 

have both similarities and differences.

•	 To understand how to take accurate 
measurements and record data. 

 Resources: all available to download at www.guinnessworldrecords.com/schools

•	 Presentation 1 – Our Bodies.
•	 Guinness World Records 2013 page spreads – Humans (pages 66-81.)

•	 Worksheet A – Class Census.
•	 Tape measures or metre sticks.
•	 At Home – My Family Facts sheet.

Timings Introduction
10 mins •	 Share with the class Presentation 1 – Our Bodies.

•	 Tell the class that today you will be investigating how we are all unique. Ask the 
class what they think this word means.

•	 Highlight that we are all unique, which means there is only one person just like us.

•	 Ask the class to work in small groups to create a list of things they can spot about 
each other which make them unique. This could include hair colour, eye colour, 
height, skin colour, their uniform/clothing, if they have pierced ears, etc.

•	 Ask some of the groups to share their ideas. 

•	 Highlight that even identical twins are unique; can the class think of any ways that 
twins are different from each other (fingerprints, personalities, etc)?

Your heart is slightly 
smaller than the size of 

your clenched fist!

Did

 
you

 
know?
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Timings Activity
20 mins •	 Share with the class the Guinness World Records 2013 page spread Humans 

(pp. 78–79) and highlight some of the body-related records, including the world’s 
tallest man.

•	 Ask the class to work in pairs to help create a class census and find out information 
about their partner. 

•	 Provide each pair with Worksheet A – Class Census and ask them to work together 
to measure each other and record information on their worksheet.

•	 Once the pairs have collected their information, put the class into small groups 
and ask them to work together to work out who is the tallest person in their group, 
who is the smallest, and what the most common eye colour, hair colour, pet and 
favourite flavour of crisps is. They can record this information on their worksheets.

Plenary
10 mins •	 Bring the class back together and ask each group to share the information they 

have collected to complete the class record holders and the class facts slides on 
Presentation 1 – Our Bodies.

•	 Complete the session by discussing with the group how we each have differences 
and similarities and how these differences make us each unique.

Extension
•	 Encourage the class to read the record about the largest feet ever on the Body Parts spread 

(pp.74–75). 

•	 Ask pupils to create a foot on a piece of paper that follows the measurements given on the 
page. 

•	 Now ask them to draw around their own foot and cut out the drawing. How many of their own 
feet would it take to make up the world-record-sized version?

•	 Encourage the class to visit www.guinnessworldrecords.com to discover more records about 
the human body.

At Home
•	 Provide the class with the At Home – My Family Facts sheet to complete at home by 

measuring their family members and finding out facts about them.

•	 Encourage the pupils to bring their sheets back to class to compare their findings. See if you 
can discover who has the tallest and smallest family members, and any amazing facts they 
have discovered.


